
Domestic LTL Transportation

Transportation Goal of ABC Company: To implement a fully managed technology solution, in order to gain more control and visibility over transportation,
resulting in a reduction of freight costs across entire supply chain and systems in place for future growth and scalability

ALL MODES IMPACT SUMMARY 

All Modes Bundle to yield 10%+ in freight savings 

International LCL Transportation International Parcel

Target:  18-21% Cost Savings, added visibility

Strategy:   Implementing the eShipping TMS across
both inbound and outbound freight

Impact
1.  A single portal with real-time quoting of 
freight carriers down to the specific zip code, 
as opposed to a static quoting map
2.  Leveraging a larger network of freight 
carriers to capture cost savings in target 
regions of the country, moving from 3 carriers 
to 9 in eShipManager
3.  Vendor routing program for immediate 
visibility and control of vendor routed freight 
in TMS and tracking vendor compliance to 
limit/reduce waste
4.  Real-time optimizing across modes: LTL, 
Volume, Truckload, etc. and to prevent 
duplicate shipments

Result: Domestic LTL freight is fully managed 
within a single portal to leverage your entire 
volume (inbound & outbound), have access to a 
wider network of carriers, and prevent waste 
associated with non-optimized freight

Target:  Visibility of inbound freight, preferred routing
options, and increased communication

Strategy:  Implementing combination of eShipping TMS,
dedicated account manager, and packing label/manifest
improvements

Impact
1.  A single portal with visibility of all inbound 
LCL shipments, to accurately plan for receiving 
shipments
2.  A dedicated account manager to be an 
extension of your team, providing end-to-end 
support (origin pickup through customs all the 
way to delivery)
3.  Origin partners to provide a manifest of 
what is on each shipment until suppliers can 
begin supplying this themselves
4.  Optimizing across modes for each 
shipment:  LCL, INTL parcel, deferred Air, etc)

Result: RPD has increased visibility of interna-
tional shipment through the use of a new TMS, 
and has proactive communication from a 
dedicated account manager seeking to optimize 
each import across modes, and provide visibility 
of products on each pallet for quick turnaround 
upon delivery

Target:  12% Cost Savings, Technology for optimizing
carriers and visibility of inbound packages

Strategy:  Implementing international Parcel
Management Software for more control 

Impact
1.  A single portal for carrier optimization- 
Parcel Management software that allows you 
to cross rate your UPS cost against our DHL on 
every shipment
2.  Daily tracking and delay resolution
3.  International and DHL service support 
through our customer service team – no long 
wait times or number prompts
4.  Next day to 2-day points on common lanes 
within international network

Result: RPD achieves a double-digit reduction in 
freight costs for international parcel and can 
now optimize between their current UPS tariff 
and eShipping DHL program, all facilitated 
through a single parcel management software 


